The FANTASTIC family

THE FANTASTIC FAMILY IS COMPLETE!

The innovative trio for an invincible number of applications.

- One hardener and one thinner
- Flame retardant to EN 13501-1 (highest rating B-s1, d0)
- Uncomplicated, easy application

www.hesse-lignal.de
The latest development from Hesse Lignal completes the FANTASTIC family. FANTASTIC-CLEAR is a colourless multi-coat lacquer complementing FANTASTIC-FILL and FANTASTIC-COLOR.

Each product can be combined with just one hardener (DR 4071) and one thinner (DV 4900). This reduces storage requirements and improves cost effectiveness.

The innovative and universal formulation of the three FANTASTICs enable 95 % coverage of all interior surface finishing requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct coating of colour lacquer, laminated MDF with bare edges</th>
<th>Classic colour lacquer finish on bare MDF</th>
<th>Premium quality lacquer structures on bare-edged, laminated MDF with a transparent top coat</th>
<th>Open-pored colour lacquer coating on natural wood</th>
<th>Transparent coating on natural wood</th>
<th>Transparent coating on stained substrate material</th>
<th>Transparent coating on bleached substrate material</th>
<th>Glaze lacquer coating on natural wood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td>Laminated MDF</td>
<td>Bare MDF</td>
<td>Laminated MDF</td>
<td>E.g. ash</td>
<td>E.g. oak</td>
<td>E.g. walnut, stained</td>
<td>E.g. maple, bleached</td>
<td>E.g. beech</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FANTASTIC-FILL

FANTASTIC-FILL is a very high-build PU primer with remarkable surface smoothness, which optimises and reduces sanding and application times.

- >20 % less sanding effort
- >Can be sanded after just 2 hours
- >Highly thixotropic, user friendly formula
- >Workable for 8 hours

Order number: DP 4755-9343
Packaging sizes: 7 kg, 25 kg

FANTASTIC-COLOR

Hesse FANTASTIC-COLOR is a lightfast and user-friendly 2C polyurethane colour lacquer. The required opacity is achieved in just one application.

- >Outstanding opacity in just one operation
- >Excellent tendency not to run on vertical surfaces
- >Lacquer sanding possible after 2 hours
- >Bare MDF can be directly coated

Order information:
Matt DB 48882-(colour tone)
Semi matt DB 48885-(colour tone)
Satin gloss DB 48887-(colour tone)

Packaging sizes: 1 l, 5 l, 25 l

FANTASTIC-CLEAR

FANTASTIC-CLEAR is a lightfast and transparent polyurethane lacquer. It is ideally suitable as a multi-coat lacquer on all customary woods and is an excellent finishing lacquer over FANTASTIC-COLOR.

- >Good filling power
- >Resistances meet DIN 68861 1B
- >Sleek when touched

Order information:
Dull matt DE 48770
Matt DE 48772
Semi matt DE 48774
Satin gloss DE 48777

Packaging sizes: 5 l, 25 l